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Coach "Ducky" Pond

tubmt
Mules Down Bobcats;
Take State Grid Title
BATES COLLEGE, LEW1STON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1941

PRICK 10 CENTS

Del Johnson Scores
On 59 Yard Dash
4th Period Lateral,
Interception Turn
Tide For Colby

\Sutcliffe Lauds Actors,
[directors Of First Play
By W. DENHAM SUTCLIFFE

Of the celebrated Garrick it is said dious exposition, he opens the outIntone night when he was perform- rageous conflict with an unmotivated
\u "Macbeth" and the murderer en- confession from Radfern, whereby he
Inl the banquet scene, Garrick violates his character and the intellinked at him with such an expres- ligence of his audience. After this
I countenance, and uttered with revelation, Mr. Priestley can do noth|«rsT, "There's blood upon thy ing but retard the foreseen developthat the actor said, "Is ment through two acts. The humor of
Itkre, by God?" instead of '"Tis Ban the play, not until then particularly
o's then". The mountainous Mr. noticeable, depends thereafter upon
[Barr last Friday evening offered sim- the double meaning of nearly every
ilar tribute to his colleagues by his line. So far as the play has^ any
| scarce/j- concealed enjoyment of their theme it is an enlargement upon the
Ips, while bis -enthusiastic portray- fable of the Little Red Hen; Mr.
i'jf the pompous, sponging Baxley Priestley has not improved upon folk
■u with expressed appreciation re- lore. His characters are trite to the
I dived by an overflowing house. Miss point of dessication; the only living
tost, as his justifiably shrewish person created by Priestley is the
rte, was sore bestead to supplant dead Mr. Baxley. We could smell his
I ter graciousness with a double chin cough candy when Mr. Barr so eloluda sneer, but no spectator doubted, quently delivered his characterlzaI tor opinion of Mr. Baxley or of the tion. Suffice it then to say of Priest|torldin general. She offered, there- ley (mutatis mutandis), "I would ra, an excellent foil to the serenely hter praise than read him".
I Wised Miss Davis, as Mrs. Radfern. Cred)t Due
tos Woodard, partly as a result of

M|sg

Schaeffer

[He same admirable casting, was the
,. _,
IL,„„. ,
,
.
. „„„
Actors and rproducers, for all their
I agenue incarnate: she deserved our
L..J,,
.
.
„„„♦„ I skill, share ^the^ unfortunate
plight
of
wudits no less for
her
represente-,
_a
, t_ i! orchestras that endeavor
movingly
to
■i of youthful emotion than for her
produce a dull composition. Miss
I Precise, unstudied diction. Elbert
Schaeffer, Miss Mathews, and their
I Smith, whether by foreseeing Nature
proteges deserve all the credit for
* hy careful art, was able so to conour enjoyment of last weeks perforPtt US of Radfern's placidity that
mance. For despite our supercilious
* should have liked to put a tack in
treatment of Mr. Priestley, we did
■ chair to discover if he had any
enjoy it. How are undergraduate ac'lotions at all.
tors so ingeniously to characterize
fcje Gives Illusion
themselves, as did Mr. Barr in his
™ Spaciousness
taking that last cigarette? Who
'' 'a, and likely will remain, a mys- taught Miss Davis to sit on the stage
| '"y to us how so small a stage could and read a book with a composure
** m»de to produce such an effect of that would become her in the secluI 'Kciousness. The Illusion was not all sion of her rooms? Whose was the
Joe
to Homer Winslow's sponge fish- hand that framed the fearful sym98
on the back wall nor to the ex- metry of Inspector Stack (Robert
tent work of the electricians. Was Macfarlane), and who taught Mr.
"■ Perhaps, the balcony effect of the Nickerson to snatch a grace beyond
JJJN landing, and the perpendlcu- the reach of art in the hypocritical
■* of the firm railings? One never reconciliation scene? We can scarcedonbte
<J but the Radfern living room ly pay adequate tribute to the proas
ducers without maligning their com
* '"Re enough for comfort.
pany.
°t Mr. Priestley's part in this laWe retire, therefore, in the satisJ* Production of the Robinson
•ayers We can flnd noti,ing g0od to faction of our knowledge that if the
>'• His piot lg amateurish to a de- Robinson Players can amuse us with
a bad script, we can look forward to
Bee
surpassed only by his develop**nt of it. After a clumsy and te- masterly production of the good ones.

We Sponsors Contest
*° Name Frosh Catalog
undergraduate who submits dent's offica The first title ever used
was "Going to Bates", and that of the
"* best title for the next edition of
current issue la "Facts for Free
e
freshman catalog will receive a
men".
lr ot
tickets to the December proSix hundred and seventy-five heads
ton of the Robinson Players. This should be better than one —so, stu^"ouncement was made yesterday by dents, dream up a new one. The bookEditor Harry W. Rowe in an effort to let goes to press soon. Write out your
"ecure
suggestion, sign your name, seal in an
the best possible name.
Jfc« Publication, a condensation of envelope, and hand to Mrs. Helen
th
«ain College catalog, is designed Campbell in Mr. Rowe's office on or
rucularly for the use of incoming before Saturday, Nov. 15. Announce^hnien. Copies are available for ret- ment of the winner will be made at
te
°ce in the Assistant to the Presi- an early date.
1,6

By Carl Monk '43
For eleven periods of State Series
play. Coaches "Ducky" Pond and
Jimmy DeAngelis had the finest team
in the state on the Hold, only to see
Dame Fortune wave an assenting
hand toward the White Mule of Colby
in that last fifteen minutes. Going Into the final period of yesterday's
game with two State Series victories
behind them and boasting a 7-0 lead
over the Mules, the Bates squad was
forced to see its hopes for a State
Championship disintegrate, as the
ever dangerous Colby eleven capitalized on two breaks, and turned Impending defeat into a 14-7 victory.
The early part of the first perfoM
was featured by a 52 yard march by
the hard running Colby backs, which
covered from their own 20 to the
Bates 28. Once here, however, they
took to the air and saw the ball go
over to the hands of the Bobcats, as
the Bates pass defense functioned
perfectly. After moving to their own
41 In four plays, Bates was forced to
The Bursar's office hopes that
kick. Walker's boot sailed out of
Eiissa Landi. famous stage and
aU men realize that the Thanksbounds on the Colby 10 and Bates
screen
star,
will
be
the
next
lecturer
For
many
weeks,
the
Women's
Stugiving vacation is just that, a vahad an opportunity to pen the Mule
to
appear
at
the
chapel
under
the
dent
Government
and
Women's
Athcation. In other words all mer
sponsorship of the George Colby letic Associations have been working deep in hiB own territory. However,
are expected to go home for the
Chase Lecture Fund. She will be on plans in anticipation of the sixth Colby marched out to the 27 before
four-day recess. However, 'n cases
heard Monday evening. Dec. 8, speak- annual Mothers' Week End, which is being forced to punt. After this kick
of emergency men who wish to
ing
on the subject "The Difference to be held on the campus over this came the prettiest run of the game,
stay on campus during the
a 59 yard, hlp-swinglng jaunt for a
Between
Stage and Screen Acting". coming week end, Nov. 15 and 16.
Thanksgiving recess may and
Invitations have been sent out to touchdown by Del Johnson. Running
Miss Landi. who starred in the
should sign up in the Bursar's
the
mothers of all freshman and behind fine blocking and using his
stage production of "Farewell to
office immediately.
ability to change his pace, Johnson
Arms", in "Storm", and in many other junior girls to be the guests of these
waa hardly touched after getting into
successes, and who is widely known two associations during this time. For
the secondary. Johnny Sigsbee added
some
of
them,
it
will
not
be
a
new
to moviegoers for her roles in such
the
extra point.
films as "The Warrier's Husband", experience, but for all the mothers, it
Early in the second half, the Bobwill
be
an
opportunity
actually
to
"The Yellow Ticket", "The Sign of
cat was threatening. Cy Finnegan
the Cross", and many others, now share in the life and activities of the
covered
a Colby fumble on the Mules'
spends most of her time writing and college. Accommodations for Satur29 yard line, but as Bates could adday
night
are
being
arranged
for
by
lecturing. "Women and Peter" is the
Miss Lavinia Schaeifer. director of
latest of the six books she has writ- Gladys Bickmore '42, whereby the vance only four yards in three plays,
the Robinson Players, has announced ten and is scheduled for printing early mothers will have the chance to live the threat died out. After an exthat the play under consideration for
in the different girls' dormitories on change of punts. Bates marched 36
this month.
the evenings of Dec. 11 and 12 is
yards to the Colby 19, only to falter
campus.
"Flight to the West" by Elmer Rice. Plays In
again on the brink of another touchSports Review'
Although this choice is not definite as Summer Stock
down. This was the last time that the
On Rand Field
She
has
a
country
house
and
a
farm
yet. it seems likely that this. Mr.
Bobcat was to advance into scoring
The activities of the week end will position. The first of Colby's two big
Rice's most recent work, will be the of 123 acres overlooking the Escopes
River in up-state New York and pre- begin Saturday afternoon at 1:15 breaks icame at the close of this
next production of the Players.
"Flight to the West" opened on fers to spend her time there when she o'clock, with a Sports Review on quarter. Bob Lafleur got off a long
Broadway in December of 1940 and, is not on lecture tours. During this Rand field. Judy Chick '42, the chair- boot that sailed over Card's head. Atthere, proved an immediate success. past summer, however, she played in man of this committee, has planned a tempting to make a catch and avoid
It is a gripping story of a transatlan- summer stock and during the pre- varied program. Providing the wea- the effect of the roll, Card tipped the
tic clipper winging its way from Lis- vious season she took the leading role ther is fair, a hockey game between ball and when a Colby man covered it,
bon, Portugal, to New York, with its in her own play. "Rebellion in the winners of the game on the pre- it went into the possession of the
,
ceding Tuesday, and a tennis exhibi- Mules on the Bates 36.
inevitable load of anguish and pathos. Shadow".
tion, will be featured, and the newly(Continued
on
page
four)
Starting the fourth quarter at this
Thrown together by Fate for thirty
formed all-girl band will be on hand point, Colby was unable to gain, but
hours are a young married couple, a
for the approval of the guests who after an exchange of kicks, Verrengia
Nazi consul on the way to his new
are present
broke through the Bates line, carried
post in the United States, a woman
Following the Sports Review, the to the 15, then lateraled to Brooks,
journalist, a German Jewess, aad a
girls and their mothers will adjourn who raced into the end rone for
Nazi spy heading for California. Addto the Women's Locker Building for Colby's first score. Loring tied the
ing to the confusion is the problem of
/he Dance Club recital. Virginia Gent- game at 7-7 with a perfect placement
a stricken Belgian refugee family.
The first issue of this year's "Gar- ner '43, a member of the Dance Club, kick.
In his review of the play. Brooks net" will be out on or about the 15th
is in charge of arrangements.
Less than two minutes later, this
Atkinson, dramatic critic of the New of this month. It will consist of feasame Loring plucked a Mickey WalkYork Times, says: "Mr. Rice has ture articles by Mervin Alemblk '44. Stu-G Plans
er pass out of the air and scampered
given shape and rhythm to the Dorothy Mathews '42; short stories Tea In Union
50 yards for the game-winning touchAt
3:15,
there
will
be
a
tea
for
sprawling picture of life today. by Mary Curtis '42. June Atkina '43:
down. The pass was thrown into the
'Flight to the West* is the most ab- a sketch by Dorothy Maulsby '43 and daughters and visiting mothers, in "the
very
dangerous flat and after workWomen's
Union.
June
Atkins
'43,
a
sorbing American drama of the Barbara White '42; and poems by Lying
so
well in previous games, proved
member
of
the
Student
Government
sander Kemp '42, Dante Posella '44,
season".
to be a boomerang to the Bates club,
Board,
is
in
charge
and
has
been
Marie
Radcllff
'44,
and
Harold
KurTryouts for the play will be held
working to make this feature a suc- yesterday. Again Loring added the
during this week, and shortly after witz '45, a freshman newcomer.
point which gave Colby a 14-7 lead.
cess for those who attend.
the cast has been chosen, rehearsals
"As War Came" by Mervin AiemBates took to the air in the remain(Continued on page two)
will get under way.
bik relates the author's experience in
ing minutes, but with Del Johnson on
France prior to that country's declathe sidelines, completey exhausted,
ration of war against Germany. Miss
had little effect An interference penMathews' article is a story on the Future Teachers Gain
BATE8 ON THE AIR
alty on Colby gave Bates the ball on
the midfield stripe with a minute to
The "Bates on the Air" radio pro- Quakers as told to her by Do.vjihy Practical Experience
play, but Lafleur intercepted the next
gram over WCOU tonight at 8:15 will Matlack '42. It concerns the work
Several of those seniors who have long heave This was as close as the
take the form of an outline of the his- done by the Friends Service Committory of the Bates Outing Club. Dram- tee in the war and the principles of chosen teaching as a career are now Bobcat came to tying the game up.
And so the scrappy little Bobcat
atized sketches of various high points the Quaker Religion.. "My Name is •obtaining practical experience In
in the history of the Club win be pre- Desire", the story of a girl seeking their future profession. The following doesn't wear a crown on his head tosented. Dexter Green 42. president of revenge through writing a book is the students are practice teaching at the day and there is no mythical pennant
the organisation this year, will be short story by Mary Curtis. The con- present time: Claire Wilson at Morse flying from the tower of Hathorn Hall,
interviewed by Lester Smith '43. Helen tribution of Harold Hurwitz, the High, Bath; Charlotte R. Crane at but there can be no denying the lauMason '42 and Norman Temple '44 are freshman writer, is, quoting Miss Sabattus; Barbara G. Moore at Rum- rels deserved by this 1941 eleven. The
in charge of the preparations for the White, "a very impressionistic and ford; and Barbara Stanhope at Maine Bates iron wall held Colby to 17S
Central Institute, Pittafield.
moving poem on the modern city".
yards from scrimmage.
program.

Staying Here
Eiissa Landi Lectures Coeds Plan Annual
Varsity Trio Debate Men,
Nov. 20-23, Must Sign In Chapel December 8
Mothers' Weekend
Canadians Nov. 27
Charles Buck '42. David Nichols
'42, and Paul Quimby '42 of the varsity debating squad wiH take the negative side in an international debate
with the University of New Brunswick on the topic: "Resolved, that the
United States in an endeavor to preserve democracy must be willing to
actively engage in war against Germany". The debate, which will be held
in Predericton, New Brunswick, Nov.
27, will be Bates' fourth debate with
the University of New Brunswick and
the second time that local debaters
have visited Fredericton. The timeliness and importance of this debate
is easily apparent with the present
international
situation.
President
Roosevelt's "shoot-on-sight" order issued to U." S. warships partolling the
grim gray North Atlantic watching
for sudden attacks by U-boats, and
counteracted by Hitler's notice that
German naval officers who do not resist U. S. naval attacks will be courtmartialled, has brought the subject of
this debate into sharp relief.
Bates Debaters Invade
Canada Many Times

Starting with a 1908 debate with
Queen's CoUege of Ontario, Bates
men have peacefully invaded Canada
many times armed with telling verbal
weapons. In 1934, a varsity team of
three men, at the invitation of the
Canadian Federation of University
(Continued on page four)

Sophomores Outline
Plans For Hop Nov. 29
Chairman Deane Hoyt announces
that plans for the annual Sophomore
Hop are rapidly being formed. The
committee for the dance includes the
four class officers: President Walter
Davis, Vice-Presidfcnt Barbara Moore,
Secretary Barbara Boothby, and
Treasurer Almon Fish. Also included
en the committee are the following
members of the sophomore class:
Janey Styer, Virginia Hunt. Peter
Hemmenway, John Shea and Charles
Davis. The date set for the hop is
Nov. 29.
The committee wishes to clear up
the commonly misconstrued rumor to
the effect that only upper classmen
may attend the dance. This is decidedly not the case for freshmen are
encouraged to attend the hop which
l8 the first major college dance of the
year. Those desiring to be included
on the list of the ninety couples who
may attend should see Hoyt. Shea, or
Charles Davis.

Broadway Hit Nay Be
Next Robinson Offering

First Issue Of Garnet
Appears This Week

/,
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News Commentary: Dorothy Foster '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Harriet
Gray '43, Ella Santilli '43.
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IMPrints

FROM THE NEWS

I Campus Camera

By Dorothy Foster '42

After what happe.iad last Wednesday night In Flske Dining Hall, we
wouldn't turn a hair If the iroon
turned green or the world suddenly
came to an end! Why? Excuse us,
fellows, we forgot that you weren't
there. Well, we had a chance "to see
ourselves as others see us". It happened this way: everyone except the
faculty members were In the dining
room; there was a dramatic pause,
and suddenly—a group of strange figures pranced in, chattering loudly,
knitting furiously. Mrs. Llbby in dun
garees!! Mrs. Klerstead, resplendent
in a flannel shirt, with braids flying
. . . Miss Clark, in sweater and skirt
with a saucy bow In her hair. What's
more they entertained us between
courses with a little swing and Jive.
Our sides ached with laughter, and
our fingers fairly itched for a candid
camera. What a group picture It
would have made to hang over the
mantelpiece and show to the kiddies!

STALIN
TALKS

M0 ^m

GREEK-LETTER HISTO/V.' ° ° o
[fJU^ 'MOST
MOST FAMOUS
FAMOUS FAMILY//V
F,
ALLWEBE MEMBERS Of .T.&MA CM. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI FROM ie99TO 1912

Late autumn weather and continued stubborn resistance of the Russian armies along hte 1500 mile front
gave weight to the aggressive anniversary talk of Joseph Stalin last Friday, as the USSR observed the 24th
anniversary of the revolution of 1917
which saw the establishment of the
first Communist state. Two speeches
in two days by the Soviet head impressed on the world the defiance of
the Russian fighters after their five
months of war, their even greater determination to hold out now that the
dangers mount. The fact that the Red
Army had resisted the Nazis beyond
the six-week limit supposedly alloted
them, gave Stalin's report greater
prestige.
On the war front, frost, snow and
mud were bogging down the German
drive the extent that the offensive
around Leningrad seemed to have
passed into Russian hands, while that
in the Moscow sector and the Ukraine
wavered. The Crimean campaign was
the worry center, for here lay the avenue of attack «9 the British in Iraq
and Iran, domination of many of Russia's inland waterways, and the Caucasas, treasure chest of oil supply and
safety belt bewteen Europe ana the
Middle East.

ther orders, operate as pan M
Navy".
In solving the Inflationary
Dn ■
commodity costs, price leg
week leaned to all-over c
prices, ceilings being hx^ „
trial commodities, farm prod^,' "
wages. This preference Ian '
mony with that of the Adi
Uon, which is lor select^
or that involving industrial,
dities.
At the meeting last Thursday «
International Labor Organ
over 260 citizens of thiny.lh
were addressed by President
velt, who directed most of his »
at the American workman. Hta "^
for all-out labor and fo^ J*
tense, is "three shifts •a-y,
»,i,,.. the
.. in,to
est use of every machine, Wery .
ute of every day and every ^7"
The National Defense i^'
Board, the Labor Bepartrawta
dilation service, the OPM's ^S.
vision and other boards crew
the President failed at solving u^
bor dispute of the nineteen nihu
brotherhoods, despite their proa
of temporary wage increases. Nei&
the unions nor the management
proved of the recommendation,
the former voted to strike on Deti
which time will be in keeping *J
the thirty-day "cooling-otf" period i
the railway act
On his way from Tokyo last»et
bound for Washington, D. C,
Saburo Kurusu, commissioned by i
Japanese government to sit in on t
talks at the capital on question! i
Japanese * American relation!.
faces the same difficulty as did
forerunner. Admiral Nomura,
brought a "peace message"
Japan's Premier to President I
velt, that of reconciling America'i
fense of China with the Japanese i
tention of aggression in that i

Gals: If you want to be courted in
the true romantic style, with "candy,
flowers and trinkets". Just see one of
the fair Junior belles of Whittier.
BUSINESS MANAGER
(Tel. 84398) __ CHANDLER BALDWIN '42
At the time of the Soviet anniverThey possess the key to the Great
sary observance in the Red Square,
ADVERTISING MANAGER ... (Tel. 84398) _. GEORGE CHALETZKY '42
Secret. While we're speaking of
a party similarly marked the day at
CIRCULATION MANAGER ... (Tel. 3952J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42 l'amour, "Phil From Atlantic City" Is
the Soviet Embassy in Washington,
Dottie Matlack's coming attraction.
attended by over two and one-half
Staff: Howard Baker '43. Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Daniel
Boothby '44, Albert Geller '45, Robert Goodspeed '44, Betty Haslam '45,
thousand of this American governBy Harriet Gray *43
David Kellsey '44, Bonnie Laird '44, Barbara Littlefleld '45, Anne Locke
ment's officials. Mrs. Constantino
•44, Richard Love '45. Arnold Leavitt '43, Paul Mulhearn '45, Harold
Oumansky, wife of the Ambassador,
Now that the Frosh have won their
When the average Bates coed chance to wear slacks to dinner on was hostess at the gathering, many of
Sparks "44, Jerome White '45, Donald Smart '44.
football game, we'll wager that more
whom did not attend the party two
thinks of Student Government, she is Saturday nights.
than one Freshman girl will have to
years ago. You will remember that
inclined to limit It to that group of Contacts Other
answer the question, "Where did you
date was three monthi after the signREPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Student
Governments
girls who assemble every Wednesday
Published weekly during the college" National Advertising Service, Inc. get that hat?"
The organization tries to keep in ing of the Nazi-Soviet pact. Last
night to heap coals upon the heads of
_ .,
College Publiibert Representotive
contact with other student govern- week's party may be taken as evi• • •
ysar by the student* of Bates College AZO MADlsON AVE.
NBW YOBK. N. Y.
those poor unfortunates who have
CHICAGO • BOSTOH • LO» AHeiLKS • S*H FBANCISCO
ments. Last week end June Atkins dence of the new freindshlp between FINLAND
been so negligent as to have been '43 went as Bates' representative to Washington and Moscow, having its
ON SPOT
CHAPEL QUOTES
sent up from House Council. She is the University of Vermont to attend origin in the German invasion of
Finland also is in a controvei
Russia.
also likely to regard it as a secret a meeting of the Women's Intercollespot
with the United States.
Entered
as
aecond-claaa
matter
at
Friday,
Nov.
7.
Gen.
Henry
J.
Rellly
Member
giate Student Government Associabody
which
never
reveals
anything
the Poet Office, Lewleton, Maine
years
ago opinion favored the
"Let's stop Just feeling about things
Associated Cbllef3ia!e Press
tion. There they discussed problems
when Russia invaded that council
and think! We must base our think- that goes on in the meetings. But, common to all colleges, and of dif- U. S.
Distribute of
Last week, a complete swing
ACTS
Subscription
ing on farts . .. above all on those we aside from being a grim tribunal for
ferent methods of solving them.
82.80 per year In advance
feel and wish didn't exist"
Jfc Cblle&ialeDi6esl
law-breakers. Student Government is
Aid to Russia was forthcoming from made with the statement by See
Every girl at Bates should feel that
tary of State Cordell Hull that
the power behind many functions we she is a part of Student Government, two sources last week: from the UniSaturday, NOT. 8:
United States mas have to become|
ted
States,
in
the
form
of
$1,000,I take for granted.
and that it is representative of her
Congressman Frances Bolton
inimical to the Finnish cause, sino
000,000 pledge of lease-lend, and from
and
her classmates. It Is always will"The value of being In college Is
their association with Gern
For example, it arranges the diningGreat Britain in the far-reaching efthat we learn here to open our minds room procedure so that the seniors are ing to listen to complaints, and ad fect of the RAF attack that reached against Russia is no longer necessart|
to be more tolerant and under- able to get safely into the room before vice for changing difficult situations.
The Finns have regained the territorj
Berlin. Also from Britain came word
Last week at the luncheon meeting of the State Social Welfare ...
standing. We have a chance to know the dash of the other three classes. At present many of the girls are not
lost in the war two years agi
Conference, Dr. Clarence C. Little gave a talk that left all those what the rest of the world is about Girls are appointed to keep the class- satisfied with the system of appoint- of increased pressure for the govern- have not stopped with such
ment
to
send
troops
into
the
Caucasus
present feeling slightly ashamed but certainly inspired. His theme Understanding Is the root of peace. es in order. The flowers in the dining ing the Junior Proctors. Therefore the to relieve the strain on tho Russian pushing on instead into Russian I
Work is the root of peace. As college
ritory with the Nazi forces. If |
are also one of its many duties. association has been considering the army.
was that the delegation of individual responsibility to the group is students don't be afraid to go out and room
It also arranges for the election of: problem, in an effort to find a suitHelsinki leaders stop now, they '
At home, the Sena;p passed. 50 to feel the heel of their German %
the root of all our social ills, and that the panacea is a program' do things! Our first defense must the song-leader which is an Important able solution.
37,
the bill that wi'l Co awi> with recome
from
the
individual!
part of our Wednesday night dinner.
So really, Student Government isn't
if they continue, the United SB
which teaches people to shoulder a little responsibility instead of
<
strictions
on United States shipping. will become her enemy and Gn
so narrow, close and secretive as
letting George do it all. We're afraid that it's all too true about}
Helps With
some might imagine. It has Its finger If the House approves and the Presi- Britain perhaps will declare war.
Mothers' Week End
George.
in almsot all the important pies on dent signs, the merchant marine will
Mayor FioreUo H. LaGuardia I
The Sunday afternoon teas in Rand, campus, and by doing so only helps travel on any sea protected by its still be addressed as such. No*ALUMNI NEW8
own guns.
George is sometimes a single person. To very young people,
coffees in the Union, and cocoas dur- to give them a better flavor.
voters returned him for his
John B. Nash '40 Is now teaching ing exams are also part of the organAdd to this 20,000 men and approx- term to the office of mayor of !*
Dad may be George. If Sue wants to put those pet butterflies in a Mathematics and History at the Wll
ization's duties. Next week end the
imately 500 vessels of varying design, York City, with the small
jar, but can't get the cover off, she runs to Dad, and once he takes liamstown High School. He Is also freshman and Junior girls are enterand you have the carrying out of the of 133,841 out of a total of more t
the jar in his hands,—well, you remember that easy security you coaching cross-country and basket- taining their mothers, and Student
Presidents order that "The Coast 2,000,000 ballots over district
(Continued from page one)
Guard shall from this date, until fur- ney William O'Dwyer of BrooW* I
suddenly felt to know that Dad would solve your problem, don't ball. He was called for the draft but Government is responsible for the tea
deferred for this school year.
for them in the Union.
Fiske
Dining
Hall
will
be
the
scene
you ? Sure you do. So do we.
Charles Gralchen '40 has been
The Union itself benefits a good of the Informal dinner in honor of
transferred
to
Louisville,
Ky.
He
Is
deal
from the organization. It pro- the mothers. Ruth Ulrich '42 and
Later on George becomes an organized group. Mr. Little used
still with the E. I. du Pont de Ne- vides card tables for those with the Elaine Humphrey '42, co-chairmen,
the example of people leaving it to the church to give them religion/ mours & Co.
time and desire to play cards, maga- have been working on arrangements,
zines for those who would rather ard the following program has been
and to the schools to make citizens of their children. On our campus
Fred A. Clough Jr. '39 Is now an
■I ■
Toastmlstress, Nancy Gould
The trolleys are gone from Lewis- the well-known Norumbega W*
we can see the same thing happening every day—fifty times every Aviation Cadet He is in the 16th Ob- read, and last spring saw the initia- issued:
tion of that new "vie" down stairs. On '43; Welcome from Students, June ton and with them goes a page out of the Charles River in Boston, f
day. For example, how many Bates students are there who haven't servation Squadron at Fort Benning- Sunday evenings the girls may gather Atkins '43; Welcome from the Admin- the history of the College. Ever since
of students would fill an averaP
ton, Ga.
istration, Dean Hazel Clark; Toast the first four wheeler screeched its
and listen to records and sing.
at some time criticized professors for not handing education to
car of the four-wheel variety »
to Mothers, Helen Sweetsir '43; Toast way around the corner of Campus
Dorothy Carey "39 is teaching In the
city. The seat on the rear P J
them on a silver platter? Such a platter can't be anything but tar- high
There are numerous other things to Daughters, Mrs. Percy Hicks.
school at Oakland.
Avenue and College Street over forty was always the choice sP°tiS .
which Student Government does. It
rf!
nished unless they as individuals are willing to do a little of the
Group-Singing,
years ago, the college has had a great not within range of the <*" J
Julian Thompson n'42 has be«n provided the cheer leaders with their
Play
In
Evening
polishing. They have to take it upon themselves to put something home on furlough and has been seen corduroy skirts, bought vases for the
deal to do with them. Not only did chaperones and also beyond ^|
Group singing, led by Alice Turner they wake up tardy janitors at six
in if they care at all about getting any returns.
around campus this past week.
of the conductor who in™ri» / (
various houses, gave the coeds a
'42, will be held at 8:15 in the Lit- who should have been on the Job at
ed collection of fares of those
tle Theatre, preceding the one-act five o'clock, but they also lulled the
seat.
P *%
play. This play, entitled "Sketches of burners of the midnight oil to bed at
Ofttimes at night **** v0
tem, not realizing that nothing will be changed unless they are Shakespeare's Women", Is being put one in the morning.
spring when it was too w*011 ^^
on by the Play Production Class and
astim
ViI]Il
Besides acting as time-pieces for it was a favorite P
willing to take a little responsibility for the changing.
Is in charge of Dorothy Mathews '42.
Bates students for many a moon, they tion of students to rlde-f^fl'tWj
The Bates Christian Association Is
And, again, take this matter of Student Government, which is
Still less desirable as members of the organization than these, sponsoring
around on the Figure EW* j, i»l
the Dance and Open were also used for transportation on
what this editorial has been leading up to all the time. Certainly however, are those who are absolutely indifferent. The first group House at Chase Hall, with Nancy the annual Stanton Rides, originated cars were usually open. lift
there is a Let-George-do-it attitude here. There is a group chosen has enough energy at least to think about the situation; this sec- Terry '43 In charge of arrangements. by "Uncle Johnny" Stanton. This ideal way In which to'
,
fall was the first time that any Stan- Trolleys Delivered
to be the governing body of the girls of Bates College. It is then- ond class shifts all the responsibility even for thinking on to those At this time, card tables will be set ton Ride was arranged with any other Coal To College
^tlcL
up in the lounge, where those who so
job to see everything that is wrong with the women's side of representing them. Then later, when for some reason those in this desire may play bridge. The game vehicle than a trolley, the new busses In the days of the el*^ w gi*|
college received It* j^C
campus and immediiately remedy it. Or at least that is the attitude group begin to take enough interest in the situation to do some rooms and dance hall, likewise, will being used. Stanton Rides were not the
the only time the college hired the ley. A spur track extended^ ^,
of the majority of the girls who are members of this Association. thinking, most of them graduate into the first class mentioned, be open to those who wish other en- cars to move bodies of the students pus Avenue along Bard*e
tertainment.
1
They don't seem to realize that they have to give in order to re- where they still leave all the responsibility, this time for acting, to Dr. Zerby Speaks
to and from the campus. Years ago the heating plant. Coal *«;
and
^,
at one of the Bates-Bowdoln football from Bath via Brunswick ■ tot""
ceive. They gripe, yes. But do they present their criticisms to the the governing group. Non-thinkers and non-actors make for a At Chapel Service
Falls
to
Lewiston
and
then
rf|
games
In
Brunswick,
Garnet
rooters
people they are criticising? Are they willing to do any more than static organization. Anyone who wants the group to do anything Sunday morning, at 10:00 o'clock, a were moved enmasse by several large lege. Upon the dlscontinu^ ^,
service under the direction of Jane
grumble to their roommate about the injustice of it all? And if by for her must first do something for the group.
Woodbury '42 will be held in the CSa- trolley cars all the way to Brunswick. electric freight. Bate* ««•
its coal by truck
<tffi\
PeL Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby will be the Couple* Liked
chance the governing group should get wind of their discontent,
However much of a certa «^
Enough
for
this.
It
happens
in
so
many
other
fields
on
this
Principal
speaker.
This
service
will
Platform
Seats
are those who first expressed it willing to go even ten steps out of
romance the trolleys n«y^ v
bring to a close the activities of
their way to come to a meeting which is open for constructive campus and in this world that it is hardly necessary to cite any Mothers' Week End. Special mention In the spring when a young man's about them, almost exery ^
fancy turns to what makes the world Twin Cities, including
e
criticisms and suggestions? Some are, but the majority are not. In- further examples. Our main point has been made. It is simply this • should be made of the efficiency with go round, eds and coeds (If they were dents,
v
is
glad
that
they
b*
^
i
Don't leave it up to George. He simply can't do all of it alone.
which Co-chairmen Helen Ulrich '43 of the Rand Hall pa
ck) wero ^^ way of all earthly thing*- ^
stead they continue to indulge in private condemnation of the sysand Martha Burns '43 have worked to
to take the trolley to Lak0 Grove advance of progress, ron»
Virginia Day
make this week end a success.
Park, which, in those dyas. was like go out the window.

Stu-G Plays Helpful
But Often Unsung Role

Don't Let George Do It

Mothers' Weekend

Romance Is Dead, Passing Of
Trolleys Marks End Of Era

Stu-G Criticism

^
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THREE

fabkittensDefeat Huntington In Finale For First Win
[garnet , Minus Stars,
Ijlies 1930 Series
By

FIVE ANSWERS TO A COACH'S PRAYER

Phil Goodrich '44

tie Bobcats Hi a position to
1
*"Lir first State Series football
** nsbip since 1930 this would
■•""""good time to take & look at
r. ,t championship aggregation.
H
... 0f the Bates team in
chances
J*8 ,e State Series were considr fwut on an even par as those of
| ueaiaUned eleven. They were
*..'erably an "if" team at the start
JLL series They had opened the
I Witb a decisive 26-0 victory
PJijss State, followed by a 20-0
V t> Dartmouth. In this game the
jv^ showed the Bates courage by
a heavier Dartmouth team to
jstill for one-half of the game.
J Bates finished up out-of-state
a ;4) yictory over Norwich and
fuapressive 13-0 loss at the hands
jBbode island State. Thus Bates
L mto tbe series with a record of
L sins and two losses.
JJ, o. of Maine was by far the
■wrj favorite in this classic series.
dine went into the series with three
one loss. Of course the
g game was with Maine and on
^ field. In this game the Bobcat
j-j its first long stride in retainetne championship won by Bates
1929 by defeating the strong Maine
U by a 2-0 score on "Alumni
upnire". A steady downpour of two
us had turned the gridiron Into a
adhole, but a lone safety by virtue
It Maine fumble in the end zone
sufficient for the Bates team to
e through to a victory.
the following Saturday an unirfog Bowdoin team came to Garcebi Field growling for an upset And
in they came near accomplishing,
It was not until the fourth quarter
(Continued on page four)

SPECIAL !!
for Freshmen
DO AS YOUR UPPERCLASSMEN
DO, TRADE WITH PETE. EXTRA
IARGE TOASTED HAMBURG 10c
jr TOASTED HOT DOGS 5c —
IICS AND EVERYTHING YOU
WNT FOR YOUR EVENING

Wilton Squeezes Win
In School Boy Meet

The final results of the meet:
Wilton Academy
85
Dover-Foxcroft
89
Portland
89
Hartland
109
Lincoln Academy
129
Lisbon
147
Traip Academy
164
Brunswick *
190
Lisbon Falls
202
Deering
214
Windham
240

FO R

SOPH HOP
CORSAGES

"SEE THEM MADE"

"LITTLE KING" SMITH '42

MARY'S CANDY
SHOP

Agent

Saunders'
Florist Shop
—

235 MAIN ST.

» LISBON ST.

Henry Nolin
tattelry and Watch Repairing
U*M street

TeJaphene 81«

i

Under perfect weather conditions,
eleven schools, represented by sixtynine runners, participated in the annual
interscholastic
cross-country
meet last Saturday morning over the
Bates freshman course. Wilton Academy emerged the winner, squeezing
out a narrow victory over DoverFoxcoft and Portland High, who tied
for second place.. Blethen of DoverFoxcroft took individual honors by
capturing first place and running the
two and one-half miles in 13.50, two
seconds faster than the record for the
course, set two years ago by Bob McLauthlin. Langton of Traip Academy,
Winter of Wilton, and Orlando of
Portland, took second, third, and
fourth places in that order.

SNACK.

fill 1287

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

SPORT SHOTS
By JACK STAHLBERGER '43

Behind the thrills and color of a
football game goes the painstaking
work of coaches, players, and managers. For every thrilling run, snappy
pass, or booming punt there is a corresponding period of intensive practice filled with discouraging setbacks
that would cause many a football
coach to throw up his hands In despair. Such Is the case at Bates, as at
any college that fields a football
team.

1932-33 era. IncidentaUy, he played
against the immortal Bobcat eleven
that fought an overwhelmingly favored Yale eleven to a scoreless tie at
the Yale Bowl when Dave Morey was
the Garnet head man.
With the hoop season the next stop
on the dizzy whirl called the sport
calendar, Jimmy will be shedding his
pigskin duties only to assume the job
of head coach of basketball. Again he
will be stepping into a Job which
would make weaker men wince for he
takes over a basketball team which
lacks size and which was riddled by
graduations and withdrawals. However, De Angelis will have a bunch of
fellows who are enthusiastic if inexperienced and that is all he asks.

One of the men responsible for the
amazing improvement shown by Bates
is Jimmy De Angelis, genial assistant
football coach. Jimmy, and head
coach Ducky Pond have worked constantly and effectively through all
sorts of discouraging circumstances
and are now seeing their work bear
As in football, the young mentor
fruit as the Bobcats are standing on
has
an admirable background for his
the doorstep of the State Series
job. Jim was for three years a memthrone room.
be of the Bulldog varsity counters
and was a member of the Yale team
Jimmy makes a specialty of develthat snared the Eastern Collegiate
oping linemen and evidently does a
Basketball Championship.
very good Job as the Improvement In
the Bates line win show. He has done
Getting back to the gridiron pasa swell job with Jack Shea, who has
time, there is one aspect of "the asbeen making life miserable for the
sistant coach's work that has been a
opposition all year, Charlie Howarth,
mighty big factor in the Bates sucwho has shown amazing improvement
cess. Jimmy has done all the scoutat his guard post, Cy Finnegan, Gene ing for the Bobcats this year and
Ayres. and many others. The line has what he couldn't learn about an oplooked alert, smart, and confident ponent's offense and defense was usThey have made mistakes but they ually not worth worrying about The
have not made the same mistakes result of this advance information has
many times which is the most reliable been that the Bobcats have gone into
criterion as to a coach's success.
the game fortified by a knowledge of
It is very understandable that DeAngelis should be adept at working with
linemen for he was one of the best
guards that the Boola-Boola school in
New Haven ever had. Jim was a charter member of the famous Iron Men
teams that reigned at Yale in the

There you have him readers, one of
the big reasons for the success of the
Bobcat gridders and one of the most
popular members of the faculty —
James (Jimmy) DeAngelis.

Thanksgiving at home ?

MURPHY'S

Go Safely, Comfortably
Quickly and Economically

NEW DRESSES
or

SOPH HOP
Evening Gown
NEW DRESSES To
Choose From Each Week

After concluding one of the most
disastrous seasons in the history of
Bates cross-country, the team is looking forward to an improved campaign
next year. The addition of several
promising freshman runners along
with more experience for the present
varsity members should strengthen
the squad considerably.
The loss of Warren Drury through
graduation and Bob McLauthlin
through the draft had a tremendous
effect upon the potentiality of the
team as a whole. These two could always be counted on to finish right up
at the top of the heap. As a result the
season started with but four men with
varsity experience: Dave Nickerson.
Gordon Corbett, John Grimes, Dave
Sawyer, while Bert Smith and Don
Roberts came up from last year's
frosh. John Marsh and Bill Lewis, although they had never run before,
joined the squad and improved greatly. Furthermore, Dave Sawyer has
been bothered all year by a bad leg
muscle which hampered his running
no end.
However, the present frosh squad
has a few men who might be counted
on to give strength to the varsity
next year, Spence. Bentley. and Baldwin head the list while Mendall show(Continued on page four)

Rebounding from two successive
setbacks to Kents Hill and Brldgton
Academy, the frosh football team won
its first and last game of the season
last Friday afternoon at Garcelon
Field by taking advantage of several
breaks to trample a potentially powerful Huntington Prep eleven 19-7.
With an aggravating rain slowing
up the speedy visiting backfield considerably, the frosh took a 6-0 lead
late in the first period. The march
started when the Huntington forward
wall was guilty of roughing Dick
Flanagan, who was in punt formation
fln his own 35, thus moving the oval
up around the midfield stripe. Flanagan ripped off 17 yards and then passed to Horst Holterbosch for another
first down on the 15. Another first
down gave the ball to the frosh on
the visitors' five. A three-yard pick-up
by Jackie Joyce preceded John
Stokes' touchdown effort, a pile driving two yard buck smack through the
middle of the line. Thomas attempted
the conversion but It was far to the
left of the posts.
Neither team tallied in the second
quarter but both pushed over a
touchdown apiece in the third. From
the time Smith took the opening
third period Mckoff back to the
Bates 41, it was apparent that the
frosh wouldn't be stopped in their
second touchdown excursion. A couple of passes and some great running
by Jackie Joyce featured this sixty
yard march, which was culminated by
Joyce's plunge from the four yard
marker.
Not out of the ball game as yet
Huntington, with its one-man attack
rolling with renewed vim, drove for a
score of their own lafer on in the
period.

The junior class clearly showed its
cross-country superiority last Friday
afternoon as its representatives
sloshed their way over a two and onehalf mile muddy course to win the five
gallon jug of cider presented each
year by Coach Thompson after the
Interclass meet. With a low score of
18 they were far ahead of the freshmen, who tallied 42. The sophomores,
handicapped by a lack of experienced
BiU Boyce, who was easily the outrunners, came in third, piling up 64
standing
man on the field all afterpoints, while the seniors were not
r
noon, tore off three first downs by
epresented.
himself to start the long march of the
The juniors clinched the victory by Blakemen. A series of pass plays with
placing four men first
Johnny Nestor and Johnson on the receiving
Grimes, Gordon Corbett Dave Saw- ends of Boyce aerials enabled the
yer, and Ken Lyford, running his losers to penetrate deep into Garnet
first cross-country race in two years, dirt Boyce then took it upon his
(Continued on page four)
took the first four positions in that
order. Don Bentley led the class of '46
in fifth place, with sophomore Don
Roberts following him closely. Others
who placed well were Stan Lamb and
Howie Spence of the yearlings, and
John Marsh of the Juniors.

SMART

CORSAGES

Bert Smith, who has been leading
the varsity home in most of the races
this year, was not able to compete
Friday. The sophomores may find
consolation in the thought that the
score .might have told s different
tale had he participated.

FOR SOPH HOP
Dark Blue - Midnight Blue TUXEDOS For Rent
$2.50. Also Complete Line of Acceesories

62 Court St., Auburn, Me.

For

SOPH HOP
"tITTLE KING" 8MITH '42
Agent

Roaks/ Florist
Auburn Theatre Bid;. . Phone 980

ML,
U
D1JBOIS

BQ U560N SR ▼IBTOTON. Mfc

YOUR JEWELER

Travel By

Maine Central Bus
Special Busses Leaving Campus At
12 Noon Wednesday November 19th
See One Of These Bus Agents
David Nichols '42
Barbara White '42
Each time you taste ice-cold Coca-Cola, you are reminded
that here is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience...
many a refreshing experience... has taught people everywhere to trust the quality of Coca-Cola.

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.
2 Ash Street,
Lewiston
Tel. 2143-2144-3272

Frosh Should Aid Next Junior Harriers Down
Years X-Country Team Frosh, Sophs, Cider

the opponent's game that has been of
inestimable value.

VISIT
for your

2

Stokes, Joyce And
Flanagan Score

»OTTlED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY »Y

TRANSPORTATION CO.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second St
Auburn Maine
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THl .ATE. tTUOtNT. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBEWI^^

roe*

AT THE THEATRES
JOHNNY MIZE
and
MORTON COOPER

EMPIRE
Wad - Thuro - Prl • Sot
Nov. 12, 13, 14, 15

S». leuls Cardinals" first baseman
and pitcher. They play boll to'gether.hunttogether.and together
en|oy Chesterfield—the cigarette
that Satisfies.

Clark Gable and Lana Turner In
"Honky Tonk".
Sun. Mon. Tuee. - Nov. 16, 17, 17

"Lydla" with Merle Oberon and
Alan Curtis. From the French Masterpiece, "Un Carnet de Ball".
AUBURN
Tuee thru Sat - Nov. 11-15
"Maltese Falcon" with Humph
rey Bogart and Mary Astor.

COOO SW'MC

(Continued from page one)
Students, spanned Canada, winning I
Eliesa Landi was bom in Venice
an!t: spent most of her life travel- thirteen out of fourteen debates. The
first match with the University of New
ing in Europe and North Am.
Brunswick was held in Canada in
Her earliest memories are of a chUd 1931 the second and third were held
hood spent in the Canadian North- in Maine in 1937 and 1940.
west, where her father was employed
Since the Queen's College debate.
as an engineer. Then came Turkey,
Bates
has participated in over sevwhere her father's family owned
enty-five
international debates. Bates
mines and factories before the World
and
Oxford
have clashed nine times
War. and finally England.
From England, at the age of s«ven, in verbal Jousts on questions of the
she went with her parents on an ex- day. and Bates has debated four flmes
tensive tour which included France, with Cambridge University. Tea
Switzerland. Germany, Italy. Greece, from the German Students Union, the
Turkey and Asia Minor. Her educa- British Students Union. Austral
tion was obtained mainly from gov- and New Zealand have visited our
campus; teams from the territories of
ernesses and her mother.
Miss Landi's first stage appearance Porto Rico and the Philippines have
was made as a member of the Oxford voiced their objections to United
Players Repetory Group. Without pre- States policies in their respective
vious stage experience she was given home-lands. Bates' first over-seas dethe title role in C. K. Munro's play, bate was in 1921 when England was
••Storm". Then came the role of Kath- toured and a second British and Scoterine in the stage production of tish tour took place in 1925. In 1928.
"Farewell to Arms" and her success three varsity debaters fbured the
in this production was so great thao world and spoke in Hawaii. AusHollywood Immediately sought her tralia, New Zealand, Tasmania. South
Africa, and England.
services.
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ten pass
tike word along...

VAR8ITY CROSS-COUNTRY

(Continued from page three)
ed the greatest improvement over the
entire season. Vernon is another dark
horse who may surprise.
After dropping meets to MIT (2288), NU (15-54), and Bowdoln (21-37),
the varsity took third place In the
State Meet and then closed with a
win over Colby (22-38).

hesterfield

Smokers take to Chesterfield
like a duck takes to water...

SEARS, ROEBUCK
And Co.
212 Main St., Lewiston

Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend .T". the right
combination of the best cigarette tobaccos that
grow both here and abroad . . . gives a man what
he wants...a cigarette that's definitely MILDER and
that completely SATISFIES.
CHESTERFIELD FOR A MILDER COOLER SMOKE
Copyright 1941, LicciTt k
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BATES
SPECIAL

"WE'RE

148 Collega St • 3 mln. from Campua
Featuring Hamburg Sandwlchei
Hot Doga and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our 8llex Coffee?

GOING
Comfort.

Opan 7 A. M. to 10:80 P. M.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

GOING
to Save,

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC.

and
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198 Middle Street

GOl
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•HIRT WORK A SPECIALTY
Area*
HOWARD BAKER '48

Hartford
Boston

One Way
4.45
2.45

One Way
B.45
4X6

New York
Springfield

Joan Bradley.
tauic
.A Wool Zephyr,
.Boxy Cardigans
•Gay Assortment of colors
.Sizes 34 - 40

$1 98

GREY

Rd. Trip
8.05
4.45

Rd. Trip
9.85

7.30

LEAVING FROM CAMPUS AT

The

12:15 P.M. Wed. Nov. 19
Tickets and Reservations

Auburn

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
169 Main St.

Telephone 52

News
COLLEGE 8TREET

Protect Your Eyes

THE HOME OF TASTY PASTRIES

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Klnda of Shoe Repairing
Lowlaton

10 Park St

Central Optical Co.
E. L, VININQ
Roglatarod Optometrist
Tal. 839
1*9 MAIN ST,

LEWI8TON

S Y

• » t

205 MAIN STREET

res

Win 85 Percent
In 45 Years

Altogether Miss Landi has played
in some thirty film productions. She
was co-starred with Frederic March
in "The Sign of the Cross", with Ronald Coleman in "The Masquerador",
and with Lionel Barrymore in "The
Yellow Ticket".
Upon the completion of "The Amateur Gentleman" in which she played
opposite Douglas Fairbanks Jr.. she
returned to the stage. "Tapestry in
Gray" and "The Lady Has a Heart"
have been among her more recent
stage successes.
With such a wide experience as a
background. Miss Landi is well qualified to speak on her subject. Admission will be free to students.

Bates has a long and honor-studded
forensii recorn with American colleges. Winning a New England
championship in 1896, Bates has won
eighty-five per cent of all her Judged
debates since that year. This phenomenally high percentage was gained
through forty-five years of oratorical
battling with the outstanding colleges
of the East. The three national radio
networks. NBC, CBS, and Mutual,
have broadcast Bates debates.

MI*

OPPOSITE STRAND THSATRa

MEN! HERE'S VALUE!

Reversible
Coats
«

New Finger Tip Style
Reversible—two coata in one! Rugfed thickset corduroy on one side.
Moisture reellent gab^, . _ _
ardlne on the other.
1^4.30
Sizes 84-44
Other Finger Tip Coata 8S.95-S10.95

(Continued from page three)
that the Bobcats were able to march
34 yards for their first score. Two
minutes later Bates recovered a fumble deep in Bowdoin territory and
carried the ball over for the second
touchdown. Final score: Bates 13,
Bowdoin 0.
:
The team went into the Colby
game assured at least of a tie for the
championship, for Colby had ruffled
the Polar Bears and the Maine Bears
bad rudely taken the measure of the
Mule. Bates had shown unprecedented and unsuspected power in the Bowdoin game, and thus they were considered slight favorites over a Waterville club led by Wally Donovan, the
outstanding back of the state. Coach
Dave Morey, however, had held several cards up his sleeve in the game
with the Polar Bears, and when he
produced these, all aces, the result
was an offense that opened the eyes
of the sporting fraternity. It was
hoped, furthermore, that he would
have a couple more aces in his pack
for the stubborn Mule.
Sure enough, before the largest
crowd ever to jam Garcelon Field in
the history of the college, a supreme
Bates eleven rolled a fighting Colby
Mule into the dust to the tune of 14-0
to annex its second consecutive title.
The hero of the hour was one named
Sid FarrelL who ran 76 yards through
Colby's right tackle for the first
score and then 25 through the same
place for the second tally.
Particularly outstanding through
the whole series was the play of the
Bobcat line. The strategy of Coach
Morey and the conservative type of
foobtall then played by Bates proved
superior to the flashy, open style In
vogue elsewhere in the state.
It is interesting to note also that
the 1930 team had no one or two individual stars. In fact, during the season, eight men scored at least one
touchdown and only two scored two.
Those Bates boys who won themselves positions on the All-Maine
team included: Kenlson at end, Fuller at tackle, Shapiro at center. Long
at guard, Vallcenti at quarterback,
and Farrell at halfback.
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HUNTINGTON-FROSH GAME

(Continued from page three)
shoulders and drove three times
through the right side of the Bates
line, finally scoring on a six yard
journey through a tremendous gap In
the right guard position. Boyce also
scored the seventh Huntington point
via the ground route.
After this turn of events, however,
the frosh kept the ball well in Huntington territory and, before the game
ended. Durgin's forces had chalked up
another seven points. Taking advantage of a poor 10 yard punt by Boyce,
the frosh drove into pay dirt from
the Boston 30. With Flanagan, McGlory. and Joyfce pounding out several large gains, the frosh took the
ball to the three, from where Flanagan skirted his right end for the
score. Stokes converted on a pass
from Flanagan.
This win was the first for the
freshmen and gave them a seasonal
record of 1-2. They scored 26 points
for the season as against 34 for the
opponents. In Joyce, Flanagan and the
ill-fated McGlory, the frosh boast
three backs who are in line to aid
Ducky Pond in years to come. Holterbosch, Marino and Thomas have been
outstanding In the line and should be
capable reserves for the varsity next
year.

PLAID
SHIRTS

$1.50
Warm
brushed cotton
flannel in bright tartoa
plaids . . . with predominating Blue, Red, Green.
Cut in regular shirt patterns to be worn with or
without a Jacket.
Small,

medium, large sin
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SOPH HOP
"LITTLE KING" SMITH

42

Agent

Plaza Grill
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Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBURN, ME.

Ann's Flower Shop
40 Ash Street, Lewiston Me.
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RICHARD HORTON '48

SERVING

Expert Watch Repairing

Maine

Lowlaton

-FRANK'S

STERLING

Lowlaton

Tel. 4620

Complete Line of Accessories for the
"Soph Hop"
Tux Rentals $2.50

■y Towle, Qorham, Lunt, Wallace.
and Reed-Barton
PRIZE CUP8 • CLOCKS
FOUNTAIN PEN8 - BILLFOLDS

Glenwood Bakiry
Let Us Make Your Party Paotry

67 College Street
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1930 SERIES

because they're definitely Milder
Cooler-Smoking... Better-Tasting
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(Continued from paoe one)

Italian & American
Foods
W MIDDLE ST
LEWISTON
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For Private ParMoa Coll *SS4
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Popular Records
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Seavey's
840 COURT «T.
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"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

